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INTRODUCTION
w xIn G2 , the author gave a construction of certain irreducible highest
4. . 2.weight representations of the affine superalgebras A 0, 2 l and A 0,
.2 l y 1 . This construction recovered the representations of the subalge-
2. 2. w x w xbras A and A given in FLM . However, the construction in G22 l 2 ly1
2. .breaks down in the simplest case A 0, 1 ; the purpose of this paper is to
2. .fill that gap. The irreducible representations of A 0, 1 given here are
those of fundamental highest weight. Restricted to the subalgebra A1.,1
they are completely reducible into factors isomorphic to the basic repre-
1. w xsentation of A in the ``principle picture,'' as given in LW1, LW2 .1
w xAs in G2 , the representations decompose as
V s S m V
X 2. .relative to a certain Heisenberg subalgebra t of A 0, 1 . The first factorÄ
ÄXis the symmetric algebra on t and the second is the vacuum spacey
 < X 4Ä¨ g V t ? ¨ s 0 , which has the structure of an infinite-dimensionalq
2. .exterior algebra. The algebra A 0, 1 is represented on this space by
tensor products of vertex operators on the first factor and operators of
Clifford type on the second factor.
2. .In Section 1 we write down Chevalley generators of A 0, 1 relative to
 .the underlying algebra A 0, 1 and its Cartan automorphism. These data
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are used in Section 3, where the representations are constructed and their
highest weights are calculated. The construction depends on the Lep-
owsky]Wilson structure theory, which we state briefly in Section 2.
Throughout the paper we take the complex numbers C as ground field.
Finally we remark that the representations given here first appeared in
w x  . 2. .G1 unpublished in the guise of representations of the algebra C 2 .
 .  .  .  .The finite-dimensional algebras A 0, 1 s sl 1, 2 and C 2 s osp 2, 2 are
w x 2. . 2. .isomorphic K1, p. 75 ; hence their affinizations A 0, 1 and C 2 are
w xalso isomorphic. Given the results of G2 , it seemed appropriate to recast
w x  .the representations of G1 in terms of A 0, 1 .
2. .1. REALIZATION OF A 0, 1
w xBoth here and in G2 , the algebras in question are realized as extended
 .twisted loop algebras g n associated with the finite-dimensional simpleÄ
 .  .algebras g s A 0, n s sl 1, n q 1 and their Cartan automorphisms n .
w x  .  .For n ) 1, as in G2 , the resulting gradation of g n is of type 1, 0, . . . , 0 ,Ä
with the single odd simple root space receiving degree 1 and the other
 .even simple root spaces degree 0. For n s 1, however, both simple roots
are odd and the gradation is the principal one, i.e., that in which both
simple root spaces have degree 1.
We assume the reader is familiar with the basic theory of Lie superalge-
w xbras. The original references are K1 for the finite-dimensional theory and
w xK2 for the infinite-dimensional theory. The necessary material can also
w xbe found in Section 1 of G2 .
 .  .We start with g s A 0, 1 s sl 1, 2 in its natural representation by
3 = 3 matrices of supertrace 0. It has basis
1 0
x s x s , y s x s 10 b 0 yb0 0 0  00
x s x s , y s x s0 1 0 01 b 1 yb1 1 0  00 0 1 0
0 1
x s x s , y s x s 02 b 2 yb2 2 0  0y1
1 0
z s , z s .1 10 1 0  00 y1
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The notation ``x '' refers to the root space decomposition of g: seeb
below. We have
 4g s span x , y , z , z0 1 1 0 1
 4g s span x , y , x , y1 0 0 2 2
 .in the Zr2Z-gradation. Note that g contains a copy of sl 2 , spanned by0
x , y , z . The elements z , z span a Cartan subalgebra t; together with1 1 1 0 1
the generators x , y , i s 0, 1, they satisfy relationsi i
w xx , y s d zi j i j j
w xz , x s b xi j i j j 1.1 .
w xz , y s yb y ,i i i j j
0 1 .  .i, j s 0, 1, where b s , the Cartan matrix. The remaining basici j y1 2
w x w xelements were chosen so that x , x s x , y , y s y . Let str denote0 1 2 0 1 2
 .the supertrace, and let w s , be the form
1x , y s y str xy , .  .4
x, y g g. We identify t with its dual tw via w ; then the positive roots of g
are b s y4 z , b s 4 z , b s b q b , and the elements x are the0 0 1 1 2 0 1 b
corresponding root vectors.
 . 2. .The algebra g A s A 0, 1 is the affine superalgebra associated with
1 y1 .  . the generalized Cartan matrix A s a s . See the note on ouri j y1 1
w x 2. .normalization of the Cartan matrix in G2, pp. 201, 202 . Also note A 0, 1
2. . .  .is listed as C 2 in the Dynkin diagrams there. This means that g A
 .  .has generators e , e , f , f g g A , d g g A and a Cartan subalgebra0 1 0 1 1 0
h with basis a k, a k, d, satisfying the relations0 1
ke , f s d ai j i j j
ka , e s a ei j i j j
ka , f s ya fi j i j j 1.2 .
w xd , e s ei i
w xd , f s yf ,i i
 .i, j s 0, 1. Further it is required that g A have no nonzero ideals which
 w x.meet h trivially see Proposition 1 of G2 . The algebra thus defined is
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infinite-dimensional, with a one-dimensional center spanned by c s a kq0
a k.1
In general, the affine superalgebras arise form certain finite-dimen-
sional, simple Lie superalgebras g , together with an automorphism n g
 .Aut g , as follows. Write
g s g  i.
igZrmZ
for the decomposition of g into eigenspaces for n , where m is the order of
n . One forms the twisted loop algebra
i w y1 xg n s g m t ; g m C t , t , .   i mod m.
igZ
w y1 xwhere C t, t is the algebra of Laurent polynomials in one indetermi-
 .nate. The associated affine superalgebra is the extension of g n by a
one-dimensional center Cc and ``degree'' operator d
g s g n s g n [ Cc [ Cd , 1.3 .  .  .Ä Ä
with brackets
i j iqjw xx m t , y m t s x , y m t q id x , y c, .i , yj
w i x id, x m t s ix m t , 1.4 .
w x w i xc, d s c, x m t s 0,
 .for x g g , y g g , and , some invariant form on g. i.  j.
Following this general construction we realize the affine superalgebra
2. .  .A 0, 1 . Let g s A 0, 1 as above, and let n be the Cartan automorphism
 .of order 4 determined by
n x s yy , n y s x .  .0 0 0 0
n x s y , n y s x . .  .1 1 1 1
Let v be a primitive fourth root of unity. Set
w s x q v y , w s x q y , w s x q v y ,0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2
1.5 .
w s x y v y , w s x y y , w s x y v y .0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2
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The eigenspaces for n are
g s Cw , g s Cw q Cw0. 1 1. 0 2
g s Cw q Cw , g s Cw q C z q C z .3. 1 2 2. 1 0 1
Now set
’ ’E s w q w r 2v , F s w y w r 2v , H s yw , .  .0 0 2 0 0 2 0 1
’ ’E s w y w r 2v , F s w q w r 2v , H s yH . .  .1 0 2 1 0 2 1 0
 .  .Then 1.1 and 1.5 yield
E , F s d H ,i j i j j
H , E s a E ,i j i j j 1.6 .
H , F s ya F ,i j i j j
1 y1 .i, j s 0, 1, and a s . Note also E g g , F g g , H g g fori j i 1. i 3. i 0.y1 1
i s 0, 1.
1 .  .Recall our form x, y s y str xy on g. One computes4
1E , F s d . 1.7 . .i j i j2
 .  .  .Now let g s g n as given by 1.3 and 1.4 . In this algebra setÄ Ä
e s E m t , f s F m ty1 ,i i i i
1ka s H m 1 q c, .i i 2
i s 0, 1. Let
h s span a k, a k, d , 40 1
and define the simple roots a , a g hw by0 1
 k :a , a s a ,i j i j
 :d , a s 1,1 i
 .  .  .i, j s 0, 1. Then from 1.4 , 1.6 , and 1.7 one checks that the relations
 .1.2 are satisfied. Also it is not hard to show that only the zero ideal of gÄ
 . 2. .intersects h trivially. Hence g is isomorphic to g A s A 0, 1 .Ä
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We remark that the decomposition of g into eigenspaces for the degreeÄ
operator d results in the principal Z-gradation of g: the simple rootÄ
vectors e , e have degree 1. Also for0 1
 4a s span x , y , Z f sl 2 , .1 1 1
the subalgebra a of g is essentially the principal realization of A1. givenÄ Ä 1
w xin LW2 , except that the degree of each element is multiplied by 2.
2. STRUCTURE THEORY OF REPRESENTATIONS
2. .Our construction of the A 0, 1 -modules in the following section relies
on the structure theory of Lepowsky and Wilson on affine algebra repre-
w x w xsentations LW2 , suitably generalized to the ``super'' case in G1 . In this
section we sketch this theory briefly. We refer the reader to Section 2 of
w xG2 for the details.
Let g be a contragradient, finite-dimensional LSA with Cartan subalge-
bra t , and let n be some automorphism of g , say of order m. Recall from
 .Section 1 the construction of the affine algebra g s g n . The subalgebraÄ Ä
X w xt s t , t is a graded Heisenberg algebra; in particularÄ Ä Ä
tX s t [ Cc [ t ,Ä Ä Äy q
where
t s tÄ Ä" " i
i)0
with respect to the Z-gradation of g.
A g-module V is said to be in the category C , for some fixed k g Cw,Ä k
if it satisfies the following conditions:
 .i c acts by the scalar k on V;
 . ii d acts diagonally on V, so that V s @ V , where V s ¨ gz g C z z
< 4V d ? ¨ s z¨ ;
 .iii for every z g C, there exists i g N such that for all i ) i one0 0
 .has V s 0 .zq i
As tX-module,Ä
V s S t m V , .Äy V
where the first factor is the symmetric algebra on t , andÄy
<V s ¨ g V t ? ¨ s 0 , 4ÄV q
the tX-vacuum space of V.Ä
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Now the structure theory of Lepowsky and Wilson says that in order to
construct V, it suffices to give the vacuum space V together with a family
 .  .of operators Z b i g Z, b a root of g satisfying certain ratheri
complicated relations. In order to state these relations we need notation
for various structure constants of the finite-dimensional algebra g.
 . wLet w s , be some invariant form on g; identify t with t via w,
and let F ; t denote the set of roots of g relative to t. For b g F choose
a nonzero root vector x . Also recall that the automorphism n has orderb
 .m. Define constants e a , b for a , b g F such that a q b g F by
w xx , x s e a , b x . 2.1 .  .a b aqb
 .Define constants h p, b for b g F, p g ZrmZ by
n p x s h p , b x p . 2.2 .  .b n b
The data we need to construct V are as follows: First, let
b s t [ Cc [ Cd,0.
 .an abelian Lie subalgebra of g. Recall t is the subset of t fixed by n .Ä 0.
We require a Zr2Z-graded vector space
W s W [ W ,0 1
together with a b-module structure
s : b ª End W
and a map
Z: Z = F ª End W
i , b ¬ Z b .  .i
 .  .such that Z b is an even resp., odd operator on W if and only if b isi
 . an even resp., odd root of g. One says a root b is e¨en or odd if the
. root space g lies in g or g , respectively. For historical reasons seeb 0 1
w x.  .LW2 we refer to the structure W, s , Z as an ``S-module'', it will play
the part of the vacuum space V.
 .The relations satisfied by the operators Z b are expressed in terms ofi
 .formal doubly-infinite Laurent series in an indeterminate z with coeffi-
 .cients in End W : set
i  4Z b , z s Z b z g End W z . .  .  . i
igZ
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 .  .  4Also we define formal series d z , Dd z g C z by
d z s z i , Dd z s iz i. .  .  . 
igZ igZ
 .We require that the S-module W, s , Z satisfy the following seven condi-
tions, in which case we say W is in the category D :k
 .  .i s c s k,
 .  .ii W s @ W with respect to s d ,x g C z
 .iii for all z g C there exists i g N such that for all i ) i0 0
 .one has W s 0 ,zq i
 .and such that for all b g F, 2.3
 .  .iv Z b has operator degree i on W with respect to thei
 .gradation ii ,
 . w  .x  .  .v for a g t , sa , Z b , z s a , b Z b , z ,0.
 .  p .  .  p .vi for p g ZrmZ, Z b , v z s h p, b Z n b , z ,
where v is a primitive mth root of unity, fixed for the discussion. Last but
 .not least we have the generalized anti- commutation relations
 .vii for all a , b g F,
 p .n a , b rk myp1 y v z rz Z a , z Z b , z .  . . 1 2 1 2
pgZrmZ
 p .d d n b , a rk mypa by 1 1 y v z rz Z b , z Z a , z .  .  . . 2 1 2 1
pgZrmZ
Xy1 p p yps m h p , a e n a , b Z n a q b , z d v z rz .  .  .  . 2 1 2
Yy1y m x , x h p , a .  .yb b
= yp yps b z d v z rz y k Dd v z rz , .  . . . .0. 2 1 2 1 2
where X is over p g ZrmZ such that n pa q b g F, Y is over p g ZrmZ
such that n pa q b s 0, and d s 1 or 0, as g is an odd or even root,g
respectively.
The author sympathizes with the reader regarding the rather unwieldy
nature of these commutation relations. However, in certain cases such as
.ours below these relations simplify considerably and yield pleasing solu-
.tions.
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We now indicate how to recover the g-module V from the S-module W.Ä
 .As above, let S t denote the symmetric algebra on t . SetÄ Äy y
V s S t m W . .Äy C
This is a t-module with action p given byÄ
p c s k , p d s d m 1 q 1 m d , .  .
p a s 1 m s a , for a g t , .  . 0.
p h s h m 1, for h g tX . . Ä
Note also that V inherits a Zr2Z-gradation from W. Finally, for b g F we
define the vertex operators, formal Laurent series with coefficients in
  ..End S t , byÄy
E" b , z s exp " p b m t " j z " jrjk . .  . " j. /
jG1
where in general x s  x is the decomposition of x into n-eigenvectors, j.
 . ifor x g g. Then the element x m t of g acts on V as the ithÄb  i.
y . q .  .coefficient of E yb , z E yb , z m Z b , z .
This completes the description of the g-module V; effectively, theÄ
construction of V from W establishes an equivalence of categories D ªk
C .k
1. .3. THE BASIC REPRESENTATIONS OF A 0, 1
Following the structure theory of Section 2, we construct the irreducible
2. .A 0, 1 -modules of fundamental highest weight L , i s 0, 1. Thusi
 k: k k 2. . L , a s d , where a , a are the simple coroots of A 0, 1 seei j i j 0 1
 .. 1. 2. . 1.2 . When restricted to the copy of A sitting in A 0, 1 see last1
.paragraph of Sect. 1 , these modules are completely reducible into copies
of the two basic modules of that algebra.
 .Our task amounts to producing an S-module W, s , Z which satisfies
 .the defining relations of the category D 2.3 , of which the most impor-1
 .tant are the generalized anti- commutation relations. Happily, since
 .  .b , b s 0 for the odd roots b of A 0, 1 , the corresponding relation
simplifies to ordinary anti-commutation relations of Clifford type, which
are realized on an infinite-dimensional exterior algebra.
 .As in Section 1, we let g s A 0, 1 , n the Cartan automorphism of g
with order m s 4, t the Cartan subalgebra, F ; t the roots of g deter-
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1mined by the form y str, and v a primitive fourth root of unity. For each4
b g F choose the root vector x as in Section 1. Recallb
x s x , y s x ,i b i ybi i
i s 0, 1, 2, and the positive roots of g : b s y4 z , b s 4 z , b s b q0 0 1 1 2 0
 4b , where z , z is the basis of t given in Section 1.1 0 1
Refer now to the notations of Section 2. For convenience, we tabulate
 .  .  .   ..  .   ..the data b , b , x , y , h p, b see 2.2 , e a , b see 2.1 :i j i i
b , b : b b b .i j 0 1 2
b 0 y4 y40
b y4 8 41
b y4 4 02
x , y s y y , x s y1r4 .  .0 0 0 0x , y : .i i
x , y s y , x s 1r4 .  .1 1 1 1
x , y s y y , x s 1r4 .  .2 2 2 2
h p , b : b b b yb yb yb . 0 1 2 0 1 2
0 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 y1 1 y1 1 1 1
2 y1 1 y1 y1 1 y1
3 1 1 1 y1 1 y1
b! # "
e a , b : b b b yb yb yb . 0 1 2 0 1 2
¡ b ? 1 ? ? ? y10
b y1 ? ? ? ? y11
b ? ? ? 1 1 ?2~a yb ? ? 1 ? 1 ?0
yb ? ? y1 y1 ? ?1¢yb y1 1 ? ? ? ?2
w xAs in G2 we introduce an exterior algebra with operators. Let z ,2 rq1
r - 0, be indeterminates, and let
<W s L z r - 0 3.1 4  .2 rq1
be the exterior algebra on the z . Writei
W s W [ W0 1
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for the decomposition of W into elements of total even and total odd
degree, respectively, and let
p : W ª W ,i i
i s 0, 1, be the corresponding projections.
Now since the automorphism n fixes no points of t , the algebra b of
Section 2 is just Cc [ Cd. Give W a b-module structure by setting
s c s 1 3.2 .  .
n
s d ? z n ??? n z s y i z n ??? n z . . i i j i i1 n 1 n /
js1
 w x.Define operators Z , i g Z, on W as in G2 by the conditionsi
Z s 0, i g Z,2 i
Z ? z s z n z , z g W , r - 0,2 rq1 2 rq1
and for r G 0, s - ??? - s - 0,1 j
Z ? z n ??? n z2 rq1 2 s q1 2 sq11
¡0, if 2 r q 1 / y 2 s q 1 for all i; .i
rqk~2v 2 r q 1 y1 z n ??? n z n ??? n z , .  . Ãs 2 s q1 2 s q1 2 s q11 k j¢ if 2 r q 1 s y 2 s q 1 for some k , 1 F k F j. .k
This gives
r 4Z , Z s 2v y1 2 r q 1 d , r , s g Z, 3.3 .  .  .2 rq1 2 sq1 2 rq1, y2 sq1.
 4where as usual a, b stands for the anti-commutator ab q ba.
 . iLet z , z , z be indeterminates, and put Z z s Z z , a formal Lau-1 2 i
 .rent series. Then 3.3 becomes
j 2 jq1Z z , Z z s 2v y1 2 j q 1 z rz 4 .  .  .  .  .1 2 1 2
jgZ
s Dd vz rz y Dd yvz rz , 3.4 .  .  .  .  .1 2 1 2
 . . iwhere Dd z s  iz , as in Section 2.ig Z
We define two maps
Z, ZX : Z = F ª End W
i , b ¬ Z b .  .i
i , b ¬ ZX b .  .i
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as follows. Set
1Z b s Z , i g Z, .i 0 i4
1Z b s p y p Z , i g Z .  .i 2 1 0 i4
3.5 .
1Z b s p y p , .  .0 1 0 14
Z b s 0, if i / 0. .i 1
 .  . iHaving defined Z b , z s Z b z for positive roots b , we puti
1 Z b , z , if b s b . 1Z yb , z s Z b , vz s .  .  yZ b , vz , if b s b or b .h 1, b  . . 0 2
3.6 .
 .  .  .  .We have an S-module W, s , Z given by 3.2 , 3.5 , and 3.6 . A second
 X.S-module W, s , Z is obtained by setting
ZX "b , z s Z "b , z , .  .0 0
ZX "b , z s yZ "b , z , .  .1 1 3.7 .
ZX "b , z s yZ "b , z . .  .2 2
 .  X.We wish to show that W, s , Z and W, s , Z are in D . Conditions1
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .i ] iii of 2.3 are immediate from 3.2 , iv and vi follow from 3.5 ,
 .  .3.6 , and the definition of the operators Z , and vi is empty sincei
 .  .  .t s 0 . It remains to check vii , the generalized anti- commutation0.
 .  X.relations. We do this for W, s , Z ; the reader may verify that W, s , Z
also satisfies these relations.
 .Now since k s 1, m s 4, t s 0 , the relations to be checked are, for0.
a , b g F,
 p .n a , b r4yp1 y v z rz Z a , z Z b , z .  . . 1 2 1 2
pgZr4Z
 p .d d n b , aypa by y1 1 y v z rz Z b , z Z a , z .  .  . . 2 1 2 1
pgZr4Z
X p p yps 1r4 h p , a e n a , b Z n a q b , z d v z rz .  .  .  .  . 2 1 2
Y
q 1r4 x , x h p , a Dd vz rz . .  .  .  .  .yb b 1 2
where X is over p g Zr4Z such that n pa q b g F, Y is over p g Zr4Z
p  .such that n a q b s 0, and d s deg x for g s a , b.g 2 g
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 .  .We denote this relation by R a , b . Let l a , b denote the left-hand
 .  .side of R a , b and r a , b the right-hand side. Set
y12 2f z s 1 y z 1 q z . .  .  .
 . 3 . 2 .Since n b s n b s yb and n b s b for all b g F, we have
 .a , b r4l a , b s f z rz Z a , z Z b , z .  .  .  .1 2 1 2
 .d d a , b r4a by y1 f z rz Z b , z Z a , z . 3.8 .  .  .  .  .2 1 2 1
We will require two lemmas
LEMMA 3.1.
y1 y1f z rz q f z rz s d z rz q d yz rz .  .  .  .1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2
f z rz y f z rz s d vz rz q d yvz rz .  .  .  .1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2
y2 y2f z rz q f z rz s Dd z rz q Dd yz rz .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2
2 2f z rz y f z rz s Dd vz rz q Dd yvz rz . .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2
 . i jLEMMA 3.2. Let V be a ¨ector space o¨er C, and let f z rz s ¨ z z1 2 i j 1 2
 4g V z , z be such that for some n g Z, either ¨ s 0 whene¨er i or j ) n,1 2 i j
or ¨ s 0 whene¨er i or j - n. Let a g C, a / 0. Theni j
d az rz f z , z s d az rz f z , az .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1
s d az rz f ay1z , z . .  .1 2 2 2
Lemma 3.1 is a straightforward calculation and Lemma 3.2 is Proposi-
w xtion 3.9 of LW2 .
 .We check the relations R a , b case by case. We refer the reader to the
tables at the beginning of the section.
 .  .1. R b , b , b odd positive. If b s b then, since b , b s 0,0
1l b , b s Z z , Z z 4 .  .  .1 216
1s y , x Dd vz rz y Dd yvz rz .  .  .  .  . .0 0 1 2 1 24
s r b , b , .
 .the second equality by 3.4 . We note that
p y p Z z s yZ z p y p .  .  .  .1 0 1 0
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 .2and p y p s 1. Hence if b s b then1 0 2
1l b , b s y Z z , Z z , 4 .  .  .1 216
 .  .  .  .from 3.5 and 3.8 . Since y1r16 s y , x r4, R b , b holds as above.2 2 2 2
 .The relations R a , b for a s "b , a odd, are similar to these two.
 .  .  .  .2. R b , b . From 3.5 we have Z b , z Z b , z s 1r16. Hence1 1 1 1 1 2
 .3.8 gives
2 21l b b s f z rz y f z rz .  .  . .1 1 1 2 2 116
1s Dd yvz rz q Dd vz rz .  .  .  . .1 2 1 216
 .  .by Lemma 3.1. Now 1r16 s y , x r4, so this is r b , b . The remaining1 1 1 1
cases a s "b s "b are similar.1
 .  .3a. R b , b . From 3.5 we have0 1
y11l b , b s f z rz Z z p y p .  .  .  .0 1 1 2 1 0 116
y1yf z rz p y p Z z .  .  . .2 1 0 1 1
y1 y11 1s f z rz q f z rz p y p Z z .  .  .  . .1 2 2 1 1 0 14 4
1s d z rz q d yz rz Z b , z .  .  . .1 2 1 2 2 14
by 3.5 and Lemma 3.1 . .
1s d z rz Z b , z q d yz rz Z b , yz .  .  .  . .1 2 2 2 1 2 2 24
by Lemma 3.2 .
1s d z rz y d yz rz Z b , z .  .  . .1 2 1 2 2 24
s r b , b . .0 1
 .the penultimate equality since Z b s 0 for i even.i 2
 .  .3b. R b , b . We have l b , b equal to2 1 2 1
1 f z rz p y p Z z p y p .  .  .  . 1 2 1 0 1 0 116
yf z rz p , yp Z z p y p .  .  .  . .2 1 0 1 1 1 0
1 1s f z rz y f z rz Z z . .  .  . .1 2 2 1 14 4
 .From Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 and noting 3.5 , this is
1 d vz rz q d yvz rz Z b , z .  .  . .1 2 1 2 0 14
1s d vz rz Z b , yvz q d yvz rz Z b , vz .  .  .  . .1 2 0 2 1 2 0 24
1s d vz z Z yb , z y d yvz rz Z yb , z .  .  .  . .1 2 0 2 1 2 0 24
s r b , b , .2 1
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 .again using Z b s 0 for i even. The relations 3a and 3b are representa-i 0
tive of the case a " b g F, a odd, b even. The remaining cases are of
the form a " b g F, a , b both odd. Of these, we check only
 .4. R b , b . On the one hand, we have0 2
y1 1 1l b , b s f z rz Z z p y p Z z .  .  .  .  .0 2 1 2 1 1 0 24 4
y1 1 1q f z rz p y p Z z Z z .  .  .  .2 1 1 0 2 14 4
y11s p y p f z rz Z z Z z .  .  .  .0 1 1 2 1 216
y1yf z rz Z z Z z . .  .  . .2 1 2 1
On the other hand,
1r b , b s p y p d vz rz y d yvz rz . .  .  .  . .0 2 0 1 1 2 1 216
Hence it suffices to show
y1 y1f z rz Z z Z z y f z rz Z z Z z .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1
j 2 jq1s 2v y1 z rz . .  . 1 2
jgZ
w xThis is done in G2, pp. 220]221 .
 .  X.This completes the verification that W, s , Z and W, s , Z are in D .1
 .  X X.As in Section 2, we obtain irreducible g-modules V, p and V , p in C ,Ä 1
with underlying space
V s V X s S t m W , 3.9 . .Äy
 < 4  .Xwhere W s L z r - 0 is precisely the vacuum space V resp. V2 rq1 V V
X for the action of the Heisenberg algebra t . The action of t on V resp.,Ä Ä
X.V is given by
p c s p X c s 1, .  .
p d s p X d s d m 1 q 1 m s d , .  . 3.10 .
p h s p X h s h m 1, for h g t , .  . Ä"
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 . iwhile for each b g F, i g Z, the element x m t of g acts as the r thÄb  i.
coefficient of, respectively,
Ey yb , z Eq yb , z m Z b , z 3.11 .  .  .  .
or of
Ey yb , z Eq yb , z m ZX b , z . .  .  .
We compute the highest weights of our representations. Recall from
Section 1 that the simple coroots of g areÄ
1ka s H m 1 q c,i i 2
i s 0, 1, where
H s y x q y s y2 x .  .  .00 1 1 2
and H s yH . Let ¨ s 1 m 1 be the highest weight vector: note that ¨1 0
 X.lies in the even part of V in the Zr2Z-grading. We have in V and V
1ka ? ¨ s H m 1 ? ¨ q ¨ .0 0 2
1s y2 x m 1 ? ¨ q ¨ , . . .01 2
 .  X.since c acts as 1. Now x m 1 acts on V resp., V by the constant0.1
y . q .  .  ycoefficient of E yb , z E yb , z m Z b , z resp., E yb ,1 1 1 1
. q . X ..z E yb , z m Z b , z . Since ¨ is the highest weight vector the only1 1
q .term in E yb , z which contributes is the identity. Finally, since1
 .  . X .Z b , z s 1r4 p y p s yZ b , z , we obtain1 0 1 1
1p x m 1 ? ¨ s 1 m Z b ? 1 s ¨ , .  . . .01 0 1 4
while
X 1p x m 1 ? ¨ s y ¨ . . . .01 4
It follows
p a k ? ¨ s 0, p X a k ? ¨ s ¨ . .  .0 0
Similarly
p a k ? ¨ s ¨ , p X a k ? ¨ s 0. .  .1 1
 .   X X.. 2. .Thus V, p resp., V , p is the irreducible A 0, 1 -module of highest
 .weight L resp., L .1 0
We now consider V as A1.-module; it is assumed the reader is familiar1
with the results on the ``basic modules'' of A1., i.e., the two irreducible1
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modules of fundamental highest weight. These modules are characterized
by the fact that, in the ``principal picture,'' the vacuum spaces of the
 w xappropriate Heisenberg algebra are 1-dimensional see LW1 ; a compre-
w x.hensive discussion appears also in the appendices of LW2 .
 .  .Recall Sect. 1 that g contains a copy of sl 2 , denoted by a , spanned
by the elements x , y , z . The subalgebra a ; g is the principal realiza-Ä Ä1 1 1
tion of A1., except that the degree of each element is multiplied by 2. We1
show below that V is completely reducible as a-module; in fact, the oddÄ
part of V consists of copies of one of the basic modules, while the even
Äpart consists of copies of the other module. The same remarks apply to V.
Let t be the subalgebra of t generated by 2 z y z , and let t be the0 0 1 1
subalgebra generated by z . Then tX is the principal Heisenberg subalge-Ä1 1
 .  . Xbra of a. Since z , 2 z y z s 0, the vacuum space of S t as t -mod-Ä Ä Ä1 0 1 y 1
 .ule is precisely S t ; henceÄ0y
S t s S t m S t .  .  .Ä Ä Äy 0y 1y
X " .as t -module. For the same reason, the vertex operators E b , z actÄ1 1
 .  . " .with respect to this decomposition on S t as 1 m E "b , z .Äy 1
 .Now a is spanned by t and the coefficients of x z ; the latter actÄ Ä1 " b1
on
V s S t m S t m W .  .Ä Ä0y 1y
as the coefficients of
1y q1 m E "b , z E "b , z m p y p . .  .  .1 1 0 14
Since p y p is a diagonal operator, we see V decomposes as a-moduleÄ0 1
 .  .into copies of S t . The series x z acts on these copies asÄ1y b1
1 y q" E yb , z E yb , z , .  .1 14
 .where ``q'' occurs if the copy of S t lies in the even part of V, andÄ1y
``y'' if it lies in the odd part.
We summarize our results in the following
 . X.THEOREM 3.1. Let W, s , Z and W, s , Z be the S-modules for g s
 .  .  .A 0, 1 gi¨ en by 3.1 ] 3.7 . Let L , L be the fundamental weights of0 1
2. .g s A 0, 1 .Ä
 .  .  X.i W, s , Z and W, s , Z are in D . The corresponding g-modules1
 .  X X.  .  .V, p and V , p , gi¨ en by 3.9 ] 3.11 , are isomorphic to the irreducible
modules of highest weight L and L , respecti¨ ely.1 0
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 . 1. Xii As modules for the subalgebras a s A of g , V and V areÄ Ä1
completely reducible into factors isomorphic to the basic modules; in both
cases, factors of one fundamental highest weight of A1. lie in the e¨en part of1
the module, factors of the other fundamental weight lie in the odd part.
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